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Editor’s Note
The August newsletter will be a bit late as we are off on our holidays. Any contributions from our members will be
greatly appreciated.
Meeting for Sunday 29th July, venue to be discussed at the May meeting at the Port Dock Brewery.
Mick & Jill Surfield
Skipper’s Log

Greetings to all our Members of the South Australian Branch of the Vindicatrix.
I received a letter from The Sea Farers Centre stating that as from the 30 th of June 2012 the centre will be closed for
good. We believe that the property has been sold.
That leaves our Branch with no meeting place at this moment in time. We have put out some feelers but so far we
have had no response. The Merchant Navy Association is in the same predicament. I have been in touch with them as
they are also looking for suitable premises for their meetings. A few have come to mind but all with a charge.
This discussion will continue at the meeting held at the Port Dock Brewery on Sunday 27 th May at 11.a.m. sharp. If
any of you have a solution please let us know.
Tony

From the Almoner’s desk
Well our summer has faded away and we are feeling the cooler autumn days and evenings and we have chilly winter
almost upon us. Don’t want any seasonal coughs or colds either, so hope you have all lined up for your flu injections.
For anyone who is not well at present our ‘get well soon’ wishes are with you. My thought for the day:
Worry is interest paid on trouble before it comes due. And following on from that, It is better to sleep on what you
intend doing than to stay awake over what you have done.
All good wishes – smile and be happy.
Anne Withey

ANZAC DAY
The march was well represented by our
Vindi lads and was followed by lunch
at the Queen’s Head hotel in North
Adelaide. One of the Scottish bands
from the march came in to entertain us
and our ears took a thumping.
Our table was treated to a requested
selection of tunes by Pipe Major Ian
Small who was the bagpiper who
entertained us at our reunion at West
Lakes last November.
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CITY OF SINGAPORE
As the result of the SS Kansas catching fire in Brisbane and not being able to collect her cargo for South Africa the
City of Singapore made a detour to Port Adelaide to collect it. The City of Adelaide docked at No 2 Quay with a cargo
of cars, tractors, a large quantity of kerosene, oil and 38,000 cases of petrol which was packed in two gallon tins in
wooden crates. This was in pre tanker days. It had already off loaded fuel at other ports in Australia including 22 cases
of petrol at Port Adelaide and there were still 16,000 cases left on board for Fremantle.
The cargo of grain and flour bound for South Africa had been loaded in the morning, and as work had finished for the
day the hatches were battened down and watchmen were left on duty to make sure that there was no smoking on
board.
On the evening of April 26th flames were seen coming from a ventilator, the Port Adelaide and Semaphore fire
brigades arrived on the scene but were unable to control the fire, so the brigade from Wakefield Street was called as
well as the Port Adelaide fire-float. By 10.30pm it was thought that the fire was under control then it exploded
throwing pieces of debris into the air and through the walls of the wharf shed cutting fire hoses and destroying the
road surface. A case of petrol punched a hole through the deck of the fire-float. As the fire brigades had already left
they were recalled to fight the fire. Four firemen died and many were injured.
Ironically, the dock where the incident occurred is known locally as Tragedy Dock, but this name arises from the
drowning of a sailor at the opening of the facility and not this incident as popularly thought.
Due to the intense heat of the fire the ship’s hull was buckled and the bulwarks were warped. The ship was written off
and stripped of salvageable items, eventually being towed to the North Arm of the Port River.
The wreck was bought by London engineers WJ and ST Russell who made arrangement for it to be towed to the
Netherlands. After the hull was braced with steel girders, two ocean going tugs the Vlaanderen and Willem Barrendz
with the City of Singapore in tow sailed on 11th April 1925 for the journey. It was almost a year since the ship had
arrived at Port Adelaide.
While being towed they ran into a violent storm in the Indian Ocean and the ship had to be cut loose. Five months
later they arrived at Rotterdam. Extensive repairs were made and she was sold back to the original owners.
The City of Singapore was torpedoed and sunk on 1st May 1943 while on convoy from Calcutta and Takoradi for
Freetown and Liverpool. HMS Arran and HMS Birdlip together picked up all 97 survivors.
CHAPTER FOUR
Curry at Tom's – plans to join the Merchant Navy
After school Tom and I met up at the school gates, it was Friday and Tom's mum had invited me to join them for a
home-made curry – I couldn't wait. I had already met his family and liked them a lot and they seemed to like me too.
'Are you sure you want to come home for some curry Col?' 'Of course Tom,' I said, puzzled that he needed to ask. 'Just
checking – no problem, what did you think of Miss Pringle's advice?' 'She didn't give me any – just asked how many
GCE's I had, but she must have known we don't sit for exams at our school, but she did say she would let me know
about a bus conductors job. 'A bus conductor? You never told me about that!' said Tom, sounding very surprised.
'Well it was the first thing that came into my head after she asked me what my second choice would be if I couldn't be
a fighter pilot.' 'A fighter pilot, you asked her about that too? You've got no chance mate!' he said mockingly and we
walked along in silence for a while. Then Tom spoke first, 'You don't really want to be a bus conductor, do you?'
'Well,' I said jokingly, 'It seems like a cushy number with free travel – and I love ringing that bell!' We laughed
hysterically, hardly able to stop, as we walked on to Tom's house. Humour is a great healer and we soon got over the
disappointment of our interview with Miss Pringle. Teasing turned into a pushing and shoving match and soon we
were rolling about on the pavement under the railway arches, each trying to pin the other down – and as neither of us
succeeded we got up, dusted ourselves down and carried on once more towards Tom's house. He lived at the end of
Abbey Street in a block of nice clean apartments close to the Caledonian Market. We walked up the stone stairs to the
third floor which was carefully opened by Tom's mum who had seen us coming. 'Hello Colin,' she said with a warm
smile, 'Please come in'. 'Hello, Mrs White,' I said respectfully, and followed Tom through to his room where we could
talk in private, but soon the strong smell of curry filled the whole house and we went quickly back to the front room
where the smell was even more overpowering. Tom's mum had opened the front door to let more air in and now the
smell filled the communal stairway – Tom told me the neighbours were not happy about it.
At last Rosalind, Tom's sister arrived home and we all sat down at the table together to wait for Tom's father to come
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in from his work at the Post Office, and shortly afterwards he too walked in and sat down. He was a man of few
words. Tom's mum bustled backwards and forwards from the kitchen to the dining room, she was a lovely person,
with a caring nature, always ready with a smile. She looked very English, as many Anglo-Indians do, and spoke very
precisely with a strong Indian accent – sounding very posh – she was obviously well educated. Finally she saw all was
ready and everyone sitting down, only then would she sit down with us as well. 'How have you been keeping Colin?'
she asked, with a wide smile. 'Very well, thank you Mrs White – we saw the careers adviser today.' ‘Indeed! well you
will have to tell me about it later.' I couldn't help noticing the contrast between her and her husband who sat stonyfaced at the table, still in his Post Office uniform. He saw me looking at him. 'How are you Colin?' he asked warmly
and I answered him with the same respect as I gave his wife and he grunted his approval. 'How are you dad?' asked
Tom but he just grunted again and began eating, having been served with his food first – being the head of the
household. I learnt later that he was a strict disciplinarian and was having teenager problems with Tom and his
daughter Rosalind. It was a sign of the times, things were changing fast and parents couldn't keep up.
At last I was served a large portion of curry from an enormous two-handled pot, placed in the middle of the table by
Mrs White, and nearby were popodoms and naan bread. 'Are you very hungry Colin?' she asked, with a quiet voice
and gorgeous smile. 'I do like curry, Mrs White' I said simply – which meant, yes. ''All right' she said, dishing me out a
bit more, but you must eat it all up.' I couldn't help but notice her look at her husband with a twinkle in her eye – but
there was no fear of me not eating everything she put in front of me. 'I will,' I said and again she looked at her
husband, this time with a more mischievous smile, which I suspect I was not supposed to see, but I ignored it and was
soon tucking into the wonderful curry accompanied by the sound of clattering spoons against heavy plates, causing Mr
White some irritation as he shifted uncomfortably in his seat, his stern face set like a haughty baron in his castle. It
was then it hit me – a terrifying burning sensation in my throat and chest. I stopped eating straight away and felt my
face burning – it was difficult to breathe. I looked up but no one seemed to have noticed my problem. 'Would you like
some water Colin,' asked Tom's mum, already getting up from her chair and with a faint smile on her face. 'Y-y-y-yes
please,' I said with a high squeaky voice – hardly able to speak. She soon returned with a large jug of water and a glass
and put them down in front of me. 'Was the curry all right for you Colin?' she asked innocently. 'Oh yes, I loved it,'
which was only partly true – it was just too hot! 'You don't have to finish it all you know!' But I was determined to do
so, no matter what. 'No – honestly' I said, my voice still high pitched, 'I will eat it,' and after a large swig of water,
carried on until it was finished – and now sweating, still hardly able to breathe, I sat back on my chair with a bright
red face, and everyone burst out laughing. 'Well done, Colin,' said Tom's mum and gave me a big hug, ' I accidently
dropped a whole packet of curry powder in the pot when I was cooking it,' she explained, 'And we weren't sure
whether to tell you or not!' but I was suffering too much to answer her. 'Drink some more water, it will soon pass, we
are used to it but you are not – I must say you did very well!' I took it in good heart as I knew she didn't mean me any
harm, and tried to smile but couldn't.
After the curry I went with Tom back to his room. It was filled with books, and the walls covered with jungle scenes
and sketches of tigers and elephants, which were his favorite subjects. He really was a very good artist. There in the
privacy of his room Tom and I would discuss everything: girls, things we hoped to do later, and adventure stories,
especially those written by Jim Corbett, which Tom often lent to me, or gave me to read at home. Jim Corbett was our
hero – a big game hunter who lived in India, famous for tracking down man-eating tigers that terrorized the villages of
Northern India, killing hundreds of men, women and children. They would sneak up on the women washing in the
rivers, or the men working in the forests and jump on their backs, killing them with a single bite to the back of the
neck. Tom was inspired by these stories and so was I. Jim Corbett didn't kill just for the sake of it, his main work was
as a conservationist. Later in India a national park was named after him. Tom was inspired by these stories, and others
too, about life in India, told to him by his family.
As we spoke Tom went to a drawer and showed me some old photographs of his mother with the Maharani and
Maharajah of Mysore in Northern India where Tom's mother was governess to the royal children. The young princes
looked so fine in their in their posh clothes and jewellery. All this was worlds apart from how we lived in London, but
India sounded like a totally fascinating country and Tom's enthusiasm for the place that meant so much to him,
inspired me too, so that I wanted to go there and roam the jungles and villages with him. It was something we had
wanted to do since we first became friends, we longed to travel and experience new things and make it all come true.
Tom had become desperate, fearing that all this dreaming would come to nothing. We would now soon be leaving
school and had talked of running away many times. Tom couldn't bear the thought of being stuck in England, each of
us going our separate ways. I could see as he put the photographs back in the draw, that he was becoming more
serious. He sat down on the bed next to me and his big brown eyes were now glistening with tears, 'We can do it Col,'
he said, looking at me intently, 'We really can go to India, we can get a job there, anything to keep us going until we
learn to be hunters, maybe we could get a job helping out on expeditions or something, you'd love it!' Tom's
enthusiasm affected me too, but it sounded impossible. 'But Tom, how will we get to India? we've got no money and
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don't even know the way!' I was just trying to make him see sense and be a bit more realistic. 'Listen Col, I've thought
about all that – this is my plan, we join the Merchant Navy first!' I was a bit puzzled, 'But why would we want to join
the Merchant Navy first?' Tom was in full flow and his eyes were blazing brightly, the tears had gone. 'We join the
Merchant Navy first, and once we have finished the training at sea school we join a ship going to India. Once we get
there we will jump ship and make our way to Delhi and find a train going north to Ramnagar and hide on it, and as
soon as we arrive there we get off and find Jim Corbett’s place and see about a job, what do you think Col?' He was so
excited about it and had obviously done his homework – convinced he could pull it off. The more I thought about it
the more I liked it – it was a brilliant plan and even if it failed we would have had a great adventure!' 'But what if we
don't find a ship going to India, or we get caught, what then?' I asked, trying once more to be sensible. Tom answered
straight away, 'I've thought about that, and if we can't find a ship going to India, or we get caught by anyone we'll find
a ship going to Africa and become hunters in the jungles of Kenya or join the Kenya police and get a job fighting the
Mau Mau – or we could even work on a safari park showing the tourists around until we decide what else we could
do'. Tom had thought of everything. He stopped talking for a while, looking at me waiting for my reaction – then
continued, 'We've got to get out of here Col – there's nothing for us here, I don't want to end up like dad – I want a job
where I can meet different people and see places and get some excitement.' He looked at me again in a sad forlorn way
– it was as if everything he had ever dreamed of depended on me, but I felt the same way he did and thought about
what Tom said – it all made sense. We both liked the same things and should go for it – who knows we might be
successful. I didn't want to end up like my dad either. 'OK Tom,' I said confidently, 'What do we do now?' 'Right,' said
Tom, as if planning a military operation, 'Once we leave school we get a job, any job will do because we can't join the
Merchant Navy until we're sixteen; then we'll go over to the Shipping Federation – I've already checked out where
their office is. It’s in Leadenhall Street just over Tower Bridge somewhere. Agreed? But if you say yes you mustn't let
me down.' He looked at me again waiting for my reaction. 'Sounds good to me!' I said, now having something to
really look forward to. We agreed to keep everything a secret – no one, not even those we can trust must know about
our plan. If it got back to our parents about what we were going to do they would stop us.
Suddenly our lives had a whole new meaning; a fantastic adventure was coming – something wonderful that we can
look forward to. I left Tom's house on cloud nine – but first thanked his mum for the curry. She looked a bit guilty and
rolled her eyes and tilted her head from side to side as some Indians do. But she needn't have worried I was not angry
with her – how could I be? Rosalind, Tom's sister saw me out and I raced down the communal stairs two at a time
feeling my chest would burst with excitement. Walking quickly home via Abbey Street, Jamaica Road and
Rotherhithe Street, I arrived at Lavender House – which I now hoped to be leaving soon. 'Where have you been?'
asked mum angrily as I walked into the kitchen. 'I've been to Tom's house mum, I went straight from school.' 'Well
there's nothing to eat for you, you're too late!' she said fiercely. 'That's all right mum,' I said, being careful not to
mention the curry I had at Tom's house and went straight upstairs to my room, nothing could shake off the excitement
I felt at the planned escape from Rotherhithe. I was sure I would like the Merchant Navy, even though we didn't intend
to stay there long. In my room I was still unable to calm down and picked up another of the books Tom had lent me,
'Man-Eating Leopard of Rudraptrayag' and read it again, with the book held closely to my chest I fell asleep.
Colin Crawley

Queen Mary on her visit to Adelaide, a few of us took a cruise up the Port River to see this magnificent ship.
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PINGUIN (Known as Raider F by British Royal Navy)
Passing within 60 miles of the attack on the Maimoa the day before, picking up her stream of distress signals, and
being shadowed by a suspicious-looking tanker, the captain of the elderly coal-burning vessel had called his crew to
action stations, poured on the speed and hauled his ship away to the north.
Several hours later, satisfied that the tanker was not as threatening as he’d first thought, and in a decision that was to
prove fatal for his ship, he chose to resume his original course and speed. At sunrise the following morning the
suspicious-looking tanker had re-appeared.
With Levit reporting on the vessel’s every move the Pinguin closed in on her, but, conscious of the fact that the
Maimoa’s radio operator had described his ship in detail, Krüder decided to steer a parallel course and shadow her
until after dark. Slowing down to keep pace with her, and finding her easy to follow because of the thick cloud of
black smoke, he kept the raider out of sight below the horizon. Increasing speed and closing with her late in the
evening, Krüder waited until it was pitch dark before he fixed her in the glare of his searchlight, ordered a warning
shot fired, and signalled to her to stop and maintain radio silence.
As the searchlight beam revealed two manned 6-inch guns on the freighter’s after deck, Krüder reckoned that he had
mistakenly challenged an Armed Merchant Cruiser and instantly ordered his gunners to open up with everything they
had. With all eight shots of the first salvo registering hits, destroying the radio room, and killing her radio operator
who was sending a raider attack signal and setting the bridge on fire, they also smashed the funnel and the steering
gear, which jammed her rudder hard over, sending her around in circles. As flames rapidly spread throughout his
command, her captain was left with little alternative but to stop engines and order his crew to abandon ship.
Identified as the 8,739-ton Port Line refrigerated freighter Port Brisbane, she was on her way from Adelaide to Britain
via Durban, with a cargo of 5,000 tons of frozen meat, butter and cheese, 3,000 tons of wool, lead and piece goods.
Although supposedly carrying a crew of eighty-seven, only sixty men, and one woman passenger, were picked up by
the raider, the remaining twenty-seven apparently having slipped away in a lifeboat under cover of darkness. As the
scuttling charges failed to sink her quickly enough, Krüder had her finished off with a torpedo, after which, he spent
most of the night unsuccessfully looking for the missing lifeboat, but with dawn breaking, and disappointed that he
had been unable to help himself to some of her tempting cargo, he took his ship swiftly away from the scene, heading
south-westwards.
It was just as well that he did, as the missing men from the Port Brisbane were picked up soon afterwards by the
9,850-ton heavy cruiser HMAS Canberra, that had been sent out to destroy him. Heading south, then west, with the
Storstad following, the Pinguin’s engineers carried out further repairs in preparation for the voyage into the Antarctic
Ocean in search of the whaling fleets.
With the overhaul complete on November 28th, and the ship’s appearance radically altered by being painted black,
Krüder set course for the area in which the whalers were reported to be operating. Two days later, he received a report
from the Storstad of a ship on the horizon. Having sent the tanker to a rendezvous point, he stalked the ship until
nightfall, and seeing that she was sailing without lights, he closed to within a mile, at which point the freighter turned
sharply away and tried to escape. Krüder opened fire without warning to prevent any signals being sent, the first salvo
destroying the control centre and the radio room, killing the operator, and mortally wounding the captain. With the
ship’s steering gear out of action, and the flames taking hold, her First Officer stopped the engines and boats were
seen being lowered.
Identified as the 8,303-ton British refrigerated freighter Port Wellington, sister ship of the Port Brisbane, bound for
England from Adelaide via Durban, and armed with two 6-inch and one 3-inch gun, she was carrying 4,400 tons of
frozen meat, butter, eggs, and cheese as well as 1,750 tons of steel and 1,200 tons of wheat, a crew of eighty-two and
seven passengers. Eighty-one crewmen, including the captain, who would later die from his injuries on board the
raider, and the seven passengers, all women, were picked up. The First Officer had to go back on board the burning
ship to collect clothing for the women, who were still in their night attire. While engaged in the rescue operation, and
with a boarding party still on the freighter, a ship, possibly a warship, was reported close by. Fearing that it might be,
and regretting that he was not in a position to replenish his larder from her bountiful cargo, Krüder had the blazing
freighter scuttled.
With eleven ships sunk, the number of prisoners on board Pinguin was becoming a problem but a little later, in May
1941 the Pinguin was sunk in a frenzied battle with HMS Cornwall. Of the 401 Germans on board only 61 survived,
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while only 24 of the 300 prisoners survived. Pinguin's captain was not among the survivors. The Pinguin was the first
of the Kriegsmarine Auxilary Cruisers (Surface Raiders) to be sunk, but not before sinking 155,000 tons of Allied
merchant ships.
Sent by Vince

IMPERIAL TRANSPORT
th

On February 11 1940 the Imperial Transport was en route from Scapa Flow to Trinidad when she was hit on the port
side by a torpedo. She immediately began to break in two with the forward part eventually breaking away.

The crew hurriedly took to the lifeboats in the dark night, but two men were drowned during the launching of the port
boat. Several hours later finding the stern still afloat Master Smail and the crew in his lifeboat returned to what
remained of their ship. The remaining crew returned to the ship when it became clear that the stern section would not
sink. With the wireless station out of action they were unable to send a distress signal and resorted to painting ‘Send
Help Urgent’ on the deck, hoping this would be spotted by aircraft. Waiting for the weather to improve, they were
finally able to raise steam on 13th February and sailing at no more than 4 knots passed by the still drifting bow section.
After an adventurous voyage of three days, during which they covered over 130 miles they were met by four British
destroyers and one of them the HMS Kingston stayed with the ship to escort her. After examining the ship the
following morning it was decided to take her in tow, but this proved unsuccessful and the crew were transferred to the
destroyer. The tug HMS Bucccaneer and HMS Forester arrived on 16th February and the master asked to be returned
to his ship but as the weather did not permit this he and his crew were taken to Scapa Flow on HMS Forester. Several
attempts were made to tow the stern section but it was only after the arrival of two more tugs that this was achieved.
The stern was eventually beached on the Isle of Bute and was finally salvaged by Barclay, Curle & Co, Glasgow and
docked in Elderslie Dockyard. After extensive repairs she was returned to service in 1941.
Once again under the command of Master Smail the Imperial Transport was hit portside by two torpedoes on 25th
March 1942 while in a convoy approximately 530 miles east of St. Johns. The explosion caused the engines to stop
and disabled the steering gear and wireless station. With the ship developing a list to port the 44 crew and seven
gunners took to the lifeboats and were later picked up by FFL Aconit which stayed with the ship until the following
day. The master and chief engineer were returned to the ship to assess the damage and found the tanker had a list of
approximately15° to port and the fore deck was awash as all forward tanks and rooms were flooded from the huge
hole in the port side. A boarding party from HMCS Mayflower was sent to the ship and it was decided to raise steam in
the boilers. An unsuccessful attempt was made to attach a hawser to take the ship in tow and the skeleton crew and
boarding party returned to the HMCS Mayflower for the night, returning to the ship the next day. The remaining crew
were taken to St. Johns by FFL Aconit. Repairs were made to the steam line and valve chest in the pump room and
steam was raised again. Using the after steering gear and constant trimming the ship got under way in fine weather but
bad weather caused her to slow down for the next two days. She arrived at St. Johns escorted by HMCS Mayflower on
30th March. After temporary repairs she left St. Johns on 24th August 1942 heading for New York via Halifax arriving
there on 5th September. More repairs were carried out and a spar deck was added for carrying cargo. Imperial
Transport returned to service in February 1943.
She was sold to Norway in 1947 and renamed Mesna, and in 1949 renamed Rona. In December 1958 she was broken
up in Hamburg.
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A STROLL IN THE PARK
I was born and raised in central London, Finsbury WC1, the third of four children, two
boys and two girls. My father was a casualty from the 1914-18 war having been gassed
in the trenches of France and his left wrist shattered by a gunshot wound. He was
discharged from the Army, as no longer fit for active service on his 22nd birthday in
September 1916, his future was somewhat bleak. I don’t know what compensation he
was paid for his disability up to 17th June 1918 but on that date he was graciously
awarded a permanent pension of eight shillings and threepence a week.
Twenty years on, after meeting and marrying my mother, producing four kids, in and
out of work including the Great Depression where men without physical disabilities had
the edge over my father in seeking employment, life in our family had become a little
rosier. Dad had a steady job as a packer with a firm of musical instrument importers
and wholesalers. Mum had a part time job, my elder brother and sister in their early
teens both had jobs. I had just been successful in the eleven plus examination and
moved on to higher education at a wonderful secondary school, Hugh Myddleton Central, where the leaving age was
16.The first year was in prep class, and that same year was also known as the crisis year 1938-39. Soon after the end
of school holidays in the summer of ’39 WW11 began. The school was evacuated to a safe haven and I was not
allowed to go. Many kids in the same situation were at a loose end for a while. Our local street market known as ‘Ex’
(Exmouth Street) had a fine old Tuscan style Catholic church, ‘The Holy Redeemer’ within it and the priests started a
bit of a school, just a couple of classes comprising kids of various ages and various stages of learning. Not particularly
successful but it was somewhere to go and it kept us off the streets.
Within a few months the London County Council Education Department came around seeking out former secondary
school students and offering courses of study in various fields at colleges still functioning in the London area. I chose
the meat trade, wisely reasoning it would be a job for life as people would always want meat, and I was assigned to
Smithfield Meat Trades Institute. As with Hugh Myddleton, this institute had also evacuated its boys to the country
but was still active in training Army butchers. There were about a dozen of us boys and we trained separately from the
army men, not only in butchery but in breeds of cattle, animal diseases, marketing and book-keeping. The Institute
was not far from the vast Smithfield wholesale meat market and we were told that in ancient times the area was known
as Smoothfield and was a popular spot for horseback jousting. Our blazer badge incorporated a knight’s helmet with
visor, and a tree depicting the source of the butcher’s block. We were encouraged to find part time work in the meat
industry and I got a job Friday night – Saturday morning in a Italian butcher’s shop. It was situated close to a large,
mostly Italian area called Saffron Hill. My boss gave me a variety of work but the main one was killing and plucking
chickens which he kept in cages in a small backyard. He had an American wife and a beautiful daughter about my age
with long dark hair. I only saw them a couple of times in the time I worked there but I was smitten by the girl the first
time I saw her. I was saddened one Saturday morning, on arriving at work to see her lovely long tresses on top of a
heap of junk in the garbage bin. Life was good, the training course was fascinating and interesting but all this was
happening in the year 1940 when London endured ‘the blitz’.
We lived in a top floor flat in a very large council complex of blocks of flats surrounding playgrounds and areas for
drying washing. Early in the war part of this was excavated and a huge concrete air raid shelter of several bays was
constructed. I spent many nights sleeping in there on the floor and in the mornings would go out looking for pieces of
shrapnel and that rare prize, the tail fin of an incendiary bomb painted green and silver.
My dad had lost his job at the outbreak of war because there were no longer shipments of musical instruments from
Europe but found work with Taylor Walker’s Brewery. My little brother gave up his work in the electrical industry
and became a motor cycle dispatch rider with the London Fire Brigade. He and I had both been members of the choir
of Christ Church Greyfriars, which was built by Christopher Wren and located in Newgate Street, just along from the
Old Bailey. It was gutted by incendiary bombs and its stone walls and spire still exist. One of only two churches of the
many bombed London churches where the ruins have been retained. Around the same time a land mine exploded at
the end of our street on Kings Cross Road. It blew a crater so deep we could see the underground rail line serving the
nearby Mount Pleasant mail depot.
Eventually the Institute copped a couple of incendiaries. They didn’t do much damage but the decision was made to
move us boys out. The Principal walked home with me one afternoon to obtain permission and make arrangements for
my evacuation to the country location. My father was at work, he hadn’t appeared well for some time and when he
was home in the evenings he would fall asleep in the chair, so my mother wielded the rod and made the decisions.
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Permission refused as before and goodbye to a better education! Not long after we moved to Ewell in Surrey sharing a
house with relatives. It was early 1941 and a very harsh winter. My uncle had got Dad a job at Vickers Aircraft in
Weybridge. A lot of travel each day and poor working conditions. Within a few weeks he had developed bronchial
pneumonia and died aged 46. I was a few months off my 14th birthday and felt robbed of a man I loved and barely
knew. Still do.
Les Cook

ANZAC DAY LUNCH
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